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Abstract: In precision agriculture, a huge amount of data is needed to control different parameters of the field. To notice the change in field parameters
with respect to time, continuous monitoring of these sensors is needed. But it is impossible to monitor the system all the time manually as it has some
limitations like personal biases, more time and constant involvement of farmers. Automated smart monitoring system can overcome these problems
efficiently. But when accessing device like mobile, tab, etc. which beyond the range of the network of base station, then sensor nodes cannot be
accessed. To overcome this limitation an automated global field data acquisition system is proposed. It is helpful to retrieve data at anytime from
anywhere in the world. In this proposed model, all types of communication among the sensors are done through the two ways: through the cellular
network and through the internet in a secure way.
Index Terms: Precision Agriculture, Remote Data Acquisition, Data acquisition system device, Wireless Sensor Network, Automated Field Monitoring
System, Key Generation, encryption, decryption.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Agricultural growth and development are considered as the
backbone of India’s economic development. In the coming
years’ traditional way of farming will not be able to address the
problem of ever-increasing demand for the increasing
population. Newer techniques need to be adopted to increase
the agricultural productivity [1]. It is also essential to develop
eco-friendly technologies for maintaining environmental
sustainability. The technology utilization would be allowed for
remote measurement of parameters such as plant growth
condition, including temperature, humidity, atmospheric
pressure, soil moisture, water level. The wireless monitoring
and controlling system also improve the crop quality and
productivity [2, 3]. The technological advancement in
agricultural field gives birth of a new concept called precision
agriculture (PA). Precision agriculture is a process of
managing the spatial and temporal variability of large fields. To
use more advanced sensor devices with capabilities of
chemical and biological sensing not only assist the personnel
in the field maintenance procedure, but also significantly
enhance the quality of the agricultural product. In “Sensor
Based Precision Agriculture”, various sensor nodes are used
to sense environmental and field variables. The ease of use of
smarter, smaller and low-cost sensors evaluating a broader
range of environmental parameters has enabled uninterrupted
timed monitoring of the environment and real-time
applications. This was impossible earlier when monitoring was
based on sample collection and laboratory analyses or on
automatic sensors wired to field loggers requiring manual data
downloading. During the previous analysis, environmental
monitoring has developed from off-line sensors to real-time,
operational sensor networks and to open Sensor Webs.
Sensor networks are applied for collecting, storing and sharing
the sensed data. They can also be called as a system
contained in a set of sensor nodes and a communication
system that allows automatic data collection and sharing.
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Wireless router helps the server to be connected to the sensor
network. The main problem is that, it is impossible to notice
the parameter of the field from a single place as like, control
room. But in our busy life, it is not possible, it is very helpful if
the data will be accessed remotely i.e. There is no problem if
anyone can access the data with his/her mobility at anytime
from anywhere in the world [4]. There are the two types of
methods to access the sensor node’s data. Firstly, for
accessing the data through the cellular network, i.e. The data
of the nodes will access by the farmer or agriculture experts
through the network which is used for the mobile phone’s
network. Secondly, access the data of the sensor nodes over
the internet. In this process there are some advantages as
likes very user-friendly graphical interface, sensor nodes’
control system, mobility, alarm system, etc. A simple sensor
network consists of micro-controller, memory, analog to digital
converter, transceiver and sensors which is capable of
performing some kind of processing & collecting the sensory
information and communicating with other connected nodes in
the network [5].

2. REVIEW AND LITERATURE SURVEY
Verma et al. have designed a system by implementing of
wireless sensor network that can monitor the air temperature,
humidity and ambient light intensity in a crop field. But it has
some limitation like data can be retrieved, but data cannot
analysis to control solution [6]. In July2008, Yunseop Kim et al.
has explained the details of the design and instrumentation of
variable rate irrigation using wireless sensor Network. But in
this paper only the water level of the field is controlled. Other
parameters are not monitored as well as controlled [7]. Sarika
Datir and Sanjeev Wagh proposed disease detection and
monitoring system using wireless sensor network which
enhance the crop production and quality. Drawback of the
system is that the system cannot send any data wait till
symptoms appear [8]. In 2013, Bang Wanget al. is
constructing a model to use very simple geometric relation
between a sensor and its surrounding space points to capture
the sensor’s sensing capability and quality [9]. In Dec 2015,
Romeo Lazaro Pascual et al. Proposed model which control
temperature, relative humidity and soil moisture Using XBee.
Its limitation is costly [10]. In 2014, N. Sakthipriya proposed
real deployment of WSN based crop monitoring system. But its
main drawback is cost effectiveness [11]. Sonam Maurya and
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Vinod Kumar Jain proposed an energy efficient network layer
routing protocol to maximize the lifetime of sensor network.
The limitation of proposed protocol is that if the values of
sensed parameter are not crossing any threshold for a long
time then Base Station may not receive any data [12].

3. PROPOSED DATA ACQUISITION MODEL
Data acquisition is the process to calculate the electrical and
physical parameter as like voltage, current, temperature,
pressure, or sound etc. with a computer. A data acquisition
System consists of number of sensors, micro-controller-based
processing unit and a computer with application software. With
respect to traditional measurement systems, PC-based data
acquisition System systems exploit the processing power,
productivity, display, and connectivity capabilities of industrystandard computers providing a more powerful, flexible, and
cost-effective measurement solution.

b.
c.
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Converting the signal using Analog to Digital
Converter (ADC)
Connection wire: Bus System

COMPUTER AND SOFTWARE:
A computer with programmable application software which
acquire the digitized data from data acquisition System device
and analysis the data for processing, visualizing, and storing
measurement. Depending upon the type of analysis required,
various types of programmable software are used in the
various computer.
3.1 ARCHITECTURE
To remote access the different parameters of the field, the
combination of hardware and software to enable the remote
access tools or information that is in a network of
devices. Remote Access Service (RAS) connects a client (as
like web pages, remote access software, and android
application) to a base station, known as a remote
access server. The two models have been proposed with
respect to the accessing the various types of parameters of
the field. The proposed models are: Remote access using
Internet and Remote access using cellular network
.
3.1.1 LAYERED ARCHITECTURE
Architecture of remotely sensed data accessed is classified
into four layers: Client layers, grid service middleware,
business logic layer, data layer. The architecture of remotely
sensed data accessed is shown in the given figure.

Fig. 1: Data Acquisition System
SENSOR:
The physical parameter such as temperature of field, intensity
of light’s source, pH, humidity, moisture etc. are calculated by
the sensors node Sensor converts the physical parameter into
the measurable electrical signal which is processed by data
acquisition system devices. With respect to various type of
sensor, electrical signal will be voltage, current, resistance, or
another electrical attribute that varies over time. Some sensor
may require additional circuit or equipment to provide the
output. Common Sensors are given into the table:
Fig. 2: Architecture of remotely accessed data

Table 1: various types of sensor and parameter
Sensor

Measurement Parameter

Thermocouple, RTD,
Thermistor
Photo Sensor, Rain Whether
sensor

Temperature

pH Electrode

pH

CLIENT LAYER:
In a client layer, user can interface the data through web page,
application and software with data service resources through
the corresponding data service like as data insert, update,
delete, modify etc.

Light, Measure rain

DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM DEVICES:
Data acquisition System acts as an interfacing device between
computer and the electrical signal from sensor. Mainly data
acquisition System devices convert the analog electrical signal
into digitized signal for which computer easily interpret the
signal. There are the main three key components of a data
acquisition System device which are:
a.

Measuring the signal by conditioning circuitry

SERVICE/MESSAGE PASSING LAYER:
The main part of the Architecture of remotely sensed data
accessed is business layer. This layer consists of various data
service resources. Each resource performs the data from the
client, executing client request and generating the response.
The data resource manages the data resource and interacting
among the data resources. The service logic layer start and
stop the service session and it also shows that the how the
data transported.
DATA LAYER:
The heterogeneous and remotely sensed data resourced is
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composed by the data layer. Data can be stored in the
relational database (such as MySQL, SQL Server, DB2,
Oracle, PostgreSQL) or files and directories format.
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problem, and then by pressing the key of the mobile device,
system is controlled as well as controls the parameters of the
field. The architecture of Remote Access using cellular
Network is given in the figure as well as described.

3.1.2 IMPLEMENTATION ARCHITECTURE
In implementation architecture, there are exists multiple
number of nodes (which contain ARDUINO UNO R3, Sensors,
RF module), gateway, base station to access the field
parameters. The information is accessed remotely through
web application, android application by using public IP.
3.1.2.1 REMOTE ACCESS THROUGH INTERNET
According to the architecture, Data layered is consist various
types of sensors which are retrieved the data from the field
depend upon the environmental parameter as like humidity,
temperature, PH, etc. Business logic layer and middleware
services are maintained into the base station. Data is stored
into the base station as a data resource and if any modifying is
required then it is update in base station. For any security
purpose issues, if anything is required all proceed into the
base station. To implement the proposed model, hardware
architecture will be designed. There will be the two types of
hardware design: The model is implemented an architecture
by which data is retrieved from the node (which exist in the
field) to the base station. Through base station data is
accessed by remote device using internet. Briefly described in
the given below.

Fig. 4: Remote access using Cellular network
The nodes are deployed in the field, according to the range of
the base station. The node contained various types of sensors
with the micro-controller device as an embedded system.
Nodes are connected to the base station through local IP
address and gateway. After transferring the data from the base
station, data go to the GSM (Global System for Mobile
Communication) module. GSM module is activated to the SIM
(Subscriber Identity Module) and the GSM module is the
connected to the cellular network. When the parameter’s value
is crosses the threshold value, then a message is generated to
the specific phone which mobile number is specified. If control
is required, reply upon the messages from the phone base
station is controlled by this way: After reaching the threshold
value, to control the system, press the key and after that a
audio signal has been generated in the GSM module through
the cellar network. The audio signal is decoded into frequency
by using DTMF (Dual Tone Multi Frequency) system. Depend
upon the frequency, signal generated and base station take
some proper steps to control the parameters of the field.
3.2 METHODOLOGY
How the whole system is work is described in flow chart in the
given below.

Fig. 3: Remote access through internet
After transferring the data from base station, data will go to the
internet. This process is required port forwarding mechanism.
When port is open in the internet then base station is available
in internet and data is accessed remotely by web applications
or specific software or any specific mobile application which
are exists in the client layer. In the above figure, node consists
of various types of sensors and micro-controller-based board
(as ARDUINO UNO R3) and power source. This above figure
also shows that how sensors are connected with the
ARDUINO UNO R3.
3.1.2.2 REMOTE ACCESS USING CELLULAR NETWORK
The model is designed an architecture by which different
parameter is retrieved from the node which are deployed in the
various places of the field through the base station using the
cellular network. When the field’s parameter crosses the
threshold value a message has been sent to the mobile
device. If any control is required to solve the field’s parameter

Fig 5: Flow chart of the mechanism of the architecture
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We developed two virgin algorithms to access the Data
Acquisition System (DAS) remotely from anywhere at any
time. Our proposed two algorithms are illustrated below:
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Node Gateway (WSNG) and base station server
generates both secret keys differently and uniquely.
II. DATA & KEYWORD ENCRYPT AND UPLOADING

Step A: Algorithm for “Remote Data Acquisition Using Ethernet
or Internet”.

a.

Step A1: All nodes (Which contain various types sensor using
ARDUNIO UNO board) are set up in the field.
Step A2: All nodes are connected with base station
(Raspberry PI3) through the gateway.

b.

Step A3: Raspberry PI connected to internet through public IP
with port forwarding.
Step A4: Finally web browser, application or mobile accessed
the base station using base station Public IP and port (as like:
https:// 14.139.211.119:8080)
Output: Remotely access the data and control the system
from anywhere at any time.
Step B: Algorithm for “Remote Data Acquisition Using Cellular
Network”.
c.
Step B1: All nodes (Which contain various types sensor using
ARDUNIO UNO board) are set up in the field.
Step B2: All nodes are connected with base station (Raspberry
PI3) via the gateway.
Step B3: Raspberry PI connected to cellular network through
GSM module.
Step B4: Finally, mobile connected to the network and access
and control the system at anytime from anywhere where
network is available.

d.

e.

Output: Remotely access the data and control the system
from anywhere at any time.
f.

4. DATA TRANSMISSION IN A SECURE WAY

At the time of data transferring, depend upon the MAC
address, GEO location, Static IP address ,Wireless
Sensor Node Gateway (WSNG) are authenticated and get
the permission to upload data & keywords to the base
station.
Before uploading the data to Base Station from Sensor
Node Gateway, the data & its associated keys are
encrypted and finally, to verify the data integrity, the
encrypted data are signed. Therefore, after receiving data,
keywords & list, the Wireless Sensor Node Gateway, work
as follows:
1.

Encrypt the data with secret key for transferring
as:
C. trans ← Encrypt (data, Sec. Key)

2.

Next, by using secret key for searching, the key
words are encrypted as:
C.kw. search ← Encrypt (Key, S. Sec. Key)

The WSN Gateway receives pair of keys such as public
key (Public. Key) and private key (Private. Key). Moreover the WSN gateway is issued a digital certificate (Dig.
Cert) from certified authority that guarantees the validity of
the WSN Gateway and contain its identification
information of node.
To share & transfer data securely with authorized devices,
the secret key is encrypted with
authorized recipients.
Public key is encrypted as:
C. sec. Key ← Encrypt (Sec. Key, Public. Key)
To ensure integrity, the WSN gateway computes the Hash
value of encrypted from of the data by collision resistant
Hash function as: H1 ← Compute Hash (Data) Then WSN
Gateway signed the hash value with the private key as:
Signed H1 ← Sign (H1, Private Key)
Finally the WSN Gateway uploads the tuple: (C. trans || C.
Sec. Key || C. Kw. Search || signed H1 || Dig. Cert) To
base station. After verifying tuple stored into storage.

To transmit data from sender (i.e. Wireless Sensor with
Arduino) to receiver end (i.e. Base station related with
Raspberry PI), there is need a secure way data transmission III. DATA DECRYPT AND DOWNLOADING
system which is implemented by our proposed algorithm. To The Base station download and stored the tuples (C. trans ||
transmit data in a secure way, there are the three steps: Key C. Sec. Key || C. Kw. Search || signed H1 || Dig. Cert). Then
Generation, Data & keyword uploading and Encrypt and Data decrypt the tuples as follows:
Decrypt & Downloading. The algorithm of Data transmission in
a. The base station server checks the digital certificate, for
a secure way is described below.
authentication & verification, as: Check (Dig. Cert)
b. Then decrypt the encrypted secret key as:
I. KEY GENERATION
In our scheme, Wireless Sensor Node Gateway (WSNG) & c. Sec. Key ← Decrypt (C. Sec. Key, Private. Key)
Base Station (Raspberry PI) generate two kinds of secret keys d. After getting secret key, the Base station decrypt the
encrypt data
on behalf of data sensor nodes which are in the field. Keys are
e. Data ← Decrypt (C. trans, Sec. Key)
generated as follows:
f. To verify integrity data, Base station work as:
H2 ← Calculated Hash (Data)
a. 256 bit keys are randomly generated.
H1 ← Decrypt (signed.H1, Public. Key)
b. Two kinds of keys are generated which are sec.key
Check (H1 = H2)
and s.sec.key are assigned that are used data
If
match
.data is verified and it is as right as original data.
transferring & searching purpose respectively. With
the help of the list uploaded by the Wireless Sensor
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5. CONCLUSION & FUTURE SCOPE
This proposed model is very useful to access the data and
control the system. In this proposed architecture, remote
accessing using cellular network is very less cost and effective
to use this a very convenient way. But the technology of this
model is ancient as it uses in cellular network and in today’s
life all technologies are android application dependent. Under
these circumstances, the architecture model, remote access
using internet, is very up-to-dated. But up-to-date model is
required a public IP to access and control the system. To buy
public IP, a monthly rent is needed which is not affordable by
farmer in the third world countries. In future, a technology has
been proposed which solve the public IP problem and try to
implemented the proposed model in real life applications in
agriculture and minimize the system cost to make it popular
and affordable to the farmers in the third world countries for
using and implementing smoothly.
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